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Abstract Viterbi decoder is a common module in
communication system, which has the requirement of
low power and low decoding latency. The conventional
register exchange (RE) algorithm and memory-based
trace-back (TB) algorithm cannot meet both constraints
of power and decoding latency. In this paper, we
propose a new Survivor Memory Unit (SMU) algorithm,
named State Exchange (SE) algorithm. The SE algo-
rithm uses the trace-forward unit (TFU) to run the
decoding operation for low decoding latency. Besides,
we enhance the SE algorithm by the concept of the
trace-back (TB). Based on this enhancement, we propose
two types of SE-SMU. Proposed type-I SE-SMU has
lower register requirement with a long critical path.
Proposed type-II SE-SMU can support the high speed
requirement with the cost of additional TFUs and latency.
Both two proposed SE-SMUs have the decoding latency
slightly higher than the decoding latency of RE-SMU. We
synthesized the proposed architecture in TSMC 0.13 um

technology. Both two approaches have fewer active
registers as decoding. From the power analysis, proposed
SE-SMUs can give a 70% power reduction comparing
with RE-SMU at 100 MHz with the decoding length=96.
The power saving ration will increase further with the
longer decoding length.

Keywords Survivor-path memory unit (SMU) . Power
efficient . Low latency . Viterbi decoder

1 Introduction

THE Convolutional code (CC) is an essential forward error
correcting (FEC) code for many wireless communication
systems, such as WiMAX and 3G systems. The Viterbi
algorithm [1] is a maximum likelihood (ML) decoding
approach for convolutional code. For the application of the
high data rate wireless communication systems, it is
important to reduce decoding latency and power consumption
of Viterbi decoder.

A Viterbi decoder is composed of three main blocks:
branch metric unit (BMU), add-compare-select unit
(ACSU), and survivor-path memory unit (SMU). This
paper focuses on the latency and power consumption of
the SMU. For the Viterbi decoder, algorithm and decoding
length adopted in the SMU affect the memory requirement
and decoding latency. In general, there are two design
objectives:

& Low decoding latency:

There is a latency limitation resulting from the specification
requirement, such as the Short Inter Frame Space (SIFS) [2].
In general, the register exchange (RE) algorithm has the
lowest decoding latency—the same as the decoding length.
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However, RE-SMU requires high memory access bandwidth
and consumes high power.

& Low power consumption:

Low power is a common requirement of mobile system.
Memory-based trace-back (TB) algorithm consumes lower
power than RE-SMU, but it has the decoding latency as 3~
4x decoding length. Hence, memory-based TB-SMU is
only proper for short decoding length.

In AWGN channel with non-punctured coded sequence,
it is enough to set decoding length as 5~6x constraint
length. In this condition, power consumption is the major
consideration, and memory-based TB-SMU is more accept-
able than RE-SMU. However, in a practical communication
system, the high code rate scheme is usually utilized to
increase system throughput rate. Besides, the real channel
environment is much worse than AWGN channel. Hence,
the SMU needs longer decoding length for the merge
phenomenon of survivor paths. It is general to set decoding
length as 10~20x constraint length in practice [3–5]. With
this long decoding length, neither RE-SMU or memory-
based TB-SMU can meet two objectives.

This paper focuses on the design of the SMU that has
low latency and power efficient features. The adaptive
Viterbi algorithm can realize significant power saving for
RE-SMU [6–8], but it needs to cooperate with run-time
channel condition. The modified RE-SMU proposes in [9]
to reduce register transition. [8, 9] gives significant power
saving but suffer from performance degradation. [10]
utilizes several TFUs to trace decoded bits parallel. As the
register content of a TFU converges, there is no switch-
ing activity in this TFU. In good SNR condition or low
code rate scheme, [10] can give significant power saving
due to early converging phenomenon. In [11], we first
propose the state exchange (SE) SMU algorithm which is
the basis of the SE-SMU type-I described later. [12]
combines the SE algorithm with minimum path metric
unit. [12] focuses on the memory reduction comparing
with memory-based TB-SMU. In this paper, the low-
latency SE-SMUs are proposed to give significant power
reduction, no matter what SNR or code rate.

A power efficient SE-SMU design concept is proposed
in this paper. Proposed SE-SMUs do not cooperate with
environment information, such as good SNR or channel.
Because no state information is dropped as decoding, the
proposed SE-based methods do not result in the loss of
decoding performance. Proposed SE-SMU has much fewer
active registers than RE-SMU, as shown in Fig. 1. Based on
this concept, two types of SE-SMU are designed for
different considerations. Proposed type-I SE-SMU has
lower cost and latency than proposed type-II SE-SMU,
but it has a long critical path on the TB path. To support
higher speed system, proposed type-II SE-SMU breaks the

critical path of type-I SE-SMU with the cost of additional
latency and registers. To design a low latency SMU with
reasonable power consumption without performance loss,
we focus on the comparison between the RE-SMU and
proposed SE-SMUs in this paper. The implementation
results show that proposed SE-SMUs consume much lower
power than RE-SMU.

The remainder of the paper is organized as: In Section 2,
we give some background knowledge of RE-SMU and TFU.
Section 3 describes the concept of proposed SE algorithm
and proposed type-I SE-SMU. Section 4 presents proposed
type-II SE-SMU. Section 5 gives a general hardware
architecture of proposed SE-SMUs. Section 6 shows
implementation results and Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 Background

For a general CC/Viterbi CODEC, three basic parameters
are defined as:

& m: the number of the encoder memory;
& N: the number of the total states in the trellis, and N=2m;
& L: the number of the decoding length.

In the following, the register size and the decoding
latency are formularized in these 3 parameters.

Recently, the trace-forward (TF) technique attracts many
research efforts [10–15]. Because the operation of the TFU
is similar to the RE architecture, we focus on the
background knowledge about the RE architecture and the
TFU in this review section. To articulate the operation of
the TFU, we give a simple example shown in Fig. 2.
Without losing of generality, we use the encoder generator
polynomial (101, 111), where m=2. The trellis states are
denoted as {S1, S0}=00, 01, 10, 11. The time interval is
from t to (t+10). Figure 2(a) shows the survivor path
transition decided by the ACS unit.

a

b

Figure 1 Active register comparison between SMU: a RE-SMU; b
Proposed SE-SMU. Proposed SE-SMU has fewer active registers.
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2.1 The Register Exchange Algorithm

In RE-SMU, the registers are assigned to each states.
The registers record the decoded sequence along the
survivor path. We can obtain the decoded bit at time
instant t by exchanging the register contents according to
decision bits, such as Fig. 2(b). In a practical decoder, the
registers are concatenated to decode successively. The register
arrays follow the same interconnection in the trellis diagram,
and the multiplexers are appended for exchanging the register
contents. For a general decoder, RE-SMU needs N × L
registers. With sufficient L, the reliable decoded bit is the one
that is stored in the registers at the last stage. Since RE-SMU
does not need TB operation, it has the lowest decoding
latency–L. However, the N × L registers of RE-SMU are
always active in steady decoding phase and result in high
power consumption. Hence, RE-SMU is not suitable for a
practical communication system due to its large power
consumption. In Section 3, we show that proposed SE-
SMUs have lower active registers than RE-SMU.

2.2 The Trace-Forward Algorithm

The TFU can reduce the latency of the SMU because of its
forward operation. In Fig. 2(a), the starting state of all
possible paths is {10}. In conventional TB approach, the
main task is to get this reliable starting state by TB
operation. In [9], the goal of the TF algorithm is also to get
this reliable state. As shown in Fig. 2(c), the TF algorithm
will get a reliable starting state at time instant t through the
register contents transition after 10 iterations. Due to the TF
operation, the TF algorithm can avoid the latency of
backward operation.

Further understanding of the TF algorithm can be
obtained by the comparison between the operation
examples in Fig. 2(b) and (c). The goal of the RE
algorithm is to obtain the decoded bit, so the register
contents in Fig. 2(b) are the decoded bits from each state.
The decoded bits of the state {00, 01, 10, 11} are {0, 1, 0,
1} respectively, and these bits are the LSB of the state
number. From Fig. 2(a), the starting state at time instant t
is {10}, and the decoded bit should be {0}. Because m is
very small, it is enough to get a correct decoded bit {0}
with eight iterations, as shown in Fig. 2(b). On the other
hand, the goal of the TFU is to obtain the state
information. The RE and the TF methods have the same
operation in Fig. 2. The only difference is that the register
arrays in the TF method need to contain whole state
information rather than the decoded bit.

Because of the similarity between the RE and the TF
algorithm, the hardware of the TF unit is also
composed of register arrays and multiplexers. Figure 2
(d) shows the architecture of the TF register Snt with m
bits, where Snt is the register content of the state n at time
instant t. The TF register Snt is updated as follows:

1) Initial Updating:

Snt ¼ n >> 1; for dnt ¼ 0:
N
2 þ ðn >> 1Þ; for dnt ¼ 1:

�
ð1Þ

2) Normal Updating:

Snt ¼ Sn>>1
t�1 ; for dnt ¼ 0:

SN=2þn>>1
t�1 ; for dnt ¼ 1:

�
ð2Þ

where dnt is the decision bit for state n at time instant t,
N=2m, and >> is bit-right-shift operation. Because we
only focus on the feed-forward encoder in this paper,
there are only 2 possible input states, Sn>>1

t�1 and
SN 2= þn>>1
t�1 . The TFU is composed of N copies of the

TF register for all states, and there are N × m registers in
one TFU.
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Figure 2 a Trellis diagram of survivor path; b Example of the
conventional RE approach; c Example of the TF approach; (d) The
hardware architecture of a TF register.
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3 Proposed State Exchange Algorithm

SE-SMU is composed of the TFUs, which interchange the
register contents according to the decision bits. Decoding
principle of SE-SMU is described in Section 3.1. Section
3.2 introduces decoding procedure of normal SE-SMU
without TB operation. SE-SMU with TB operation, named
type-I SE-SMU, is proposed in Section 3.3 to reduce power
consumption.

3.1 Decoding Principle

As mentioned above, the TFU is utilized to trace the hidden
state of the convolutional encoder at a specific time instant
t. In the TB algorithm, this state is the starting state for the
decoding operation. We, however, find out that the
converged state of the TF unit contains other information.
The converged state itself is not only the starting state of the
decode operation but also the decoded bits for m iterations.
For a feed-forward convolutional encoder architecture, the
hidden encoder state is the last m bits fed into the encoder
while encoding, which can be easily shown in Fig. 3. In this
figure, we take a convolutional encoder with four shift
register as example. If the hidden encoder state (S0, S1, S2,
S3)=(1, 0, 1, 1) at time instant t, the last four input bits are
(1, 0, 1, 1) for time instant (t-1)~(t-4) respectively. These 4
bits are the uncoded transmitted bits. In other words, m
decoded bits can be derived from the converged state.
Hence, we can use several TF units to track several
converged states which are spaced m time instant. This is
the basic concept of the SE algorithm.

3.2 Decoding Procedure of Normal SE-SMU without TB
Operation

For simplicity, we use the same example to illustrate the
decoding operation of the proposed SE algorithm, as shown
in Fig. 4. We set the decoding length L=8 in this example.
In Fig. 4, the decoding operation can be divided into 5
timing periods:

1) t~ t+1:
TFU 1 starts to operate the initial updating at time

instant t, and after that TFU 1 runs the normal updating.

2) t+2~ t+3:
TFU 1 keeps running the normal updating. TFU 2

starts to operate the initial updating at time instant t,
and after that TFU 2 runs the normal updating.

3) t+4~ t+5:
TFU 1 and TFU 2 keep running the normal

updating. TFU 3 starts to operate the initial updating
at time instant t, and after that TFU 3 runs the normal
updating.

4) t+6~ t+7:
TFU 1~3 keep running the normal updating. TFU 4

starts to operate the initial updating at time instant t,
and after that TFU 4 runs the normal updating.

5) t+8~ t+9:
TFU 2~4 keep running the normal updating.

Because TFU 1 has run 8 iterations at time instant t+
8, the SMU can obtain the decoded bits of time instant
t-2~ t-1. Hence, TFU 1 can release the contents and
start to operate the initial updating at time instant t+8.

As shown in Fig. 4, the decoded bits are derived from
the state information by reversing the binary order:

state information:2ð1 0 Þ�������Ybit reversing decoded bits:
ð 0t�1 1t�2 Þ
state information:3ð1 1 Þ�������Ybit reversing decoded bits:
ð 1tþ1 1tÞ

TFU 1

0 0

0 1

1 0

1 1

TIME
t t+2 t+4 t+6 t+8 t+10

TFU 4

TFU 3

TFU 2

{S1 S0}

Figure 4 Decoding procedure of normal SE-SMU without TB
operations.

Figure 3 The feed forward convolutional encoder.
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For successive decoding, the total number of the TFU 8/
2=4. The SE-SMU enters the steady state in the 5th period,
and all registers need to operate in the steady state.

From the Fig. 4, it is apparent that the latency for
tracing a reliable state is 8, which is equal to the
decoding length. The latency of the SE and the RE
algorithm are the same. However, it should be noted that
there is no input data before time instant 0. For a
complete received codeword, the SE-SMU starts operating at
time instant 2. The waiting time is the additional latency
for decoding. The total decoding latency is L + m for a
general case.

The SE algorithm can get m decoded bits from the
converged state of the TFUs. The register contents of a
TFU converge after running L iteration. There should be
Ntfu TFUs in the SE-SMU architecture, and Ntfu is
determined by L and m:

Ntfu ¼ L

m

� �
: ð3Þ

where »d e is the ceiling operation of *. For efficient usage
of the TFUs, we set the decoding length L as the multiple of
m in this paper. The total register requirement is equal to the
RE algorithm.

In Fig. 4, the normal SE-SMU without TB operation has
4 active TFUs in steady decoding state. Total active register
number of normal SE-SMU is equal to RE-SMU. Hence,
normal SE-SMU cannot have lower power consumption
than RE-SMU.

3.3 Proposed Type-I SE-SMU

The proposed power efficient operation approach utilizes
the fact that there is a link between two successive survivor
states. Because the survivor states are stored in the TFUs, it
is possible to get a converged state by tracing the survivor
states. This operation approach combines the SE algorithm
and the TB concept. We also give an example as shown in
Fig. 5. For convenience, we use the same example as
Fig. 4. There are two main operations:

1) TF Operation:
Each TFU needs to be working for m iterations, as

shown in Fig. 5. The TFU runs the initial updating in
the first iteration and runs the normal updating in the
later iterations. After tracing m iterations, the tracing
duty is transferred to the next TFU. If there are no
remaining TFUs, the tracing duty is transferred to TFU
1, as shown at time instant t+8 in Fig. 5.

2) TB Operation:
Although the contents of all TFUs are not

converged yet, the proposed SE-SMU type-I can
obtain a reliable state information after accumulating

L TF operations by TB operation. Figure 6(a) shows
the tracing operation for obtaining the state 2 at time
instant t. Figure 6(b) shows another example of the TB
operation. In the steady phase, the TB operation is
executed in the last iteration of the TF operation, as
shown in Fig. 7.

In Fig. 5, proposed type-I SE-SMU only has one active
TFU in steady decoding state. N × m active registers in
type-I SE-SMU are much fewer than N × L active registers
in RE-SMU. Compared with the normal SE-SMU, pro-
posed type-I SE-SMU utilizes the TB concept to reduce the

a

b

Figure 6 TB operation of proposed type-I SE-SMU.
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0 1

1 0

1 1

TIME
t t+2 t+4 t+6 t+8 t+10

TFU 4

TFU 3

TFU 2

{S1 S0}

idle

Figure 5 Decoding procedure of proposed type-I SE-SMU.
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number of active registers. The TB operation shown in Fig. 6
can be implemented by multiplexers. This architecture can
be extended for a practical system with large m and longer L.
The input number of the multiplexer is determined by N, and
the number of the TFU and the multiplexer is calculated
from (3), which is factored by L and m.

0 m 2m Ntfum
. . .

(Ntfu+1)m

TFU 1 TF

TFU 2 TF

TFU K TF
. . .

TB

3m

initial transient phase

TFU 1 TF
TB

(Ntfu+2)m (Ntfu+3)m

TFU 2 TF
TB

steady phase

Figure 7 Working period of the TF and TB operations in type-I
SE-SMU.

Figure 8 Operation procedure
of proposed type-II SE-SMU
with T=1.

Figure 9 Operation flow of proposed type-II SE-SMU with T=2.
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Proposed type-I SE-SMU has the same latency and
register requirement as normal SE-SMU and further
reduces the power consumption. However, it has the
drawback of long delay in the TB path. Figure 7 shows
the working period of the TF and TB operations. In the
steady phase, the TB operation needs to be accomplished in
one cycle for every m cycles. As mentioned above, the TB
operation is implemented by the chain of multiplexers. For a
practical application, however, L and m is much larger than
the example shown in above. The number of the multiplexers
is also increased. Hence, the delay of the chain of multi-
plexers may dominate the critical path of the whole decoder.
Besides, due to the backward tracing operation, direct
pipeline architecture needs to store all state information of
all TFUs and results in huge pipeline registers overhead.

4 Proposed Type-II SE-SMU

The problem of proposed type-I SE-SMU is the critical path
on the TB path. Hence, proposed type-I SE-SMU may not
meet high clock rate requirement. To break this critical path,
the execution cycle of the TB operation should be
expanded. In other words, in one clock cycle, the number
of the traced TFUs must be decreased to shorten the delay.
Instead of applying pipeline technique directly, additional
TFUs are appended to the SMU. As the additional TFUs
run the TF operation, the TB operation can be executed
simultaneously. For high clock rate requirement, we modify
type-I SE-SMU as proposed type-II SE-SMU. The concept

of proposed type-II SE-SMU is described in Section 4.1.
For different L, the cost of additional latency and TFUs is
analyzed in Section 4.2.

4.1 Operation Procedure of Proposed Type-II SE-SMU

To explain the decoding operation easily, an operation flow
example of the SE-SMU type-II is shown in Fig. 8. The
TFUs running TF operation are marked as TF. The TFUs on
the TB path are marked as TB. The TFUs on the tail of the
TB path are traced to obtain the decoded bits, so these
TFUs are marked as DC. The remaining TFUs are marked
as Idle.

This example is designed for the same encoder
architecture as the previous examples. In Fig. 8, there
are 3 phases in the SMU operations:

1) Waiting phase:
As mentioned above, the state at time instant 2 is the

first state needed to be traced. The SMU waits without
any operations at time instant 0~2.

2) Initial transient phase:
Before the first TB operation, the survivor states are

accumulated for 6 TFUs, as shown in Fig. 8 at time
instant 2~14.

3) Steady phase:
After time instant 14, the SMU turns into steady

phase. There are 3 groups of the operations in the
steady phase: first - time instant 14~20, second—time
instant 20~26, third—time instant 26~32. In Fig. 8,
there are 6 TFUs on the TB path for each group. The
state information of the last 3 TFUs is traced as the
decoded bits with L=8. The TB operations on the last 3
TFUs are defined as the DC (decoding) operation. In
the steady phase, these 3 groups of the operations
appear circularly.

These three phases also appear in the decoder of other
encoder architecture. In Fig. 8, the TB and DC operations
are the combinational computation of the multiplexers. It
should be noted that the registers in TB and DC TFUs need
not being active. There is also only one TFU exchanging
the register contents. Besides, in one cycle, the SMU traces
the state information of one TFU, rather than all TFUs on

Table 1 Summary of tfu number determination flow.

L 36 48 60 72 84 96

Type-I 6/42 8/54 10/66 12/78 14/90 16/102

Type-II (T=1) 7/48 11/69 13/83 17/104 19/118 21/132

Type-II (T=2) 7/45 9/58 11/71 13/84 17/104 19/117

RE NA/36 NA/48 NA/60 NA/72 NA/84 NA/96

TB NA/108 NA/144 NA/180 NA/216 NA/252 NA/288

Table 2 TFU number/decoding
latency of the proposed
Se-based methods.
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the TB path. Hence, the computation time of each TB
operation can be shortened, and total throughput can be
speeded up. By this method, the timing of the TB operation
can be shortened easily.

However, the cost of additional latency and TFUs in
Fig. 8 is large. Comparing with Fig. 5, there are 5 additional
TFUs. Before discussing the method to reduce this
overhead, we define an important term: the traced stage
number in one TB operation—T. In Fig. 8, T is only 1 for
high clock rate. In this condition, SMU needs many cycles
to trace the TFUs on the TB path, so the number of the
additional TFUs is large. The cost of additional latency
and TFUs can be reduced by increasing T. Figure 9 shows
the operation flow of the proposed SE-SMU type-II with T
=2. Comparing with Fig. 5, there is only 1 additional TFU
in Fig. 9. Besides, the decoding latency is also shortened
in Fig. 9. However, because each TB operation traces
more stages of TFUs, the computation time of 1 TB
operation is raised.

The achievable clock rate and the cost of additional
latency and TFUs are trade-off. As T is small, we can speed

up the clock rate but need to pay more cost of additional
TFUs and latency. Hence, for a specific clock period, we
should set T as large as possible to meet the clock rate and
reduce the cost. A further question is how to determine the
number of the total TFUs for general CODEC parameter.

4.2 Cost Analysis for Proposed Type-II SE-SMU

We define the TFUs that run TF operation when
decoding as the forward TFU. The total TFU number
can be modeled as:

Ntfu ¼ Ntb þ Nforward: ð4Þ
where Ntfu, Ntb, and Nforward are the number of the total
TFUs, the TFUs on the TB path, and the forward TFUs
respectively. To articulate the analysis approach, the
analysis flow of the example in Fig. 8 is shown in the
following:

1) Initialization:
For L=8 in this example, the number of the traced

TFUs is 8/m=8/2=4, and the initial Ntb=4. The initial
Nforward ¼ Ntb= T � mð Þ ¼ 4= 1 � 2ð Þ ¼ 2.

2) Ntb updating:
After finishing the TB/DC operations on the TB

path, the last two TFUs on the TB path can be
released. These two released TFUs will be the
forward TFU for next TB operations. To release
two TFU, the length of the TB path needs to be
increased. Hence, Ntb is updated as: Ntb ¼ Ntb þ
Nforward � 1ð Þ ¼ 4þ 2� 1ð Þ ¼ 5.

3) TB constraint checking:
Because Ntb is increased, the Nforward should be

checked enough or not. If (T·Nforward·m) is less than
Ntb, it means that the forward cycle number is not

Table 3 Control signal description.

Signal Bit width Description

enable[i] 1 bit 1: make the TFU i working;

0: turn off the TFU i.

ctrl[i] 1 bit 1: the TFU i is the 1st stage
in the TB operation;

0: otherwise.

select m bits 1st stage TFU.

desired stage log2NTFUd e bits Define the number of the TFU
that is the last stage of the
TB operation.

Figure 10 Hardware architecture of the proposed SE-based SMU architecture.
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enough to finish the TB operation. Hence, Ntb and
Nforward are increased by 1 and recheck the constraint
again. This is an iterative procedure that stops as
(T·Nforward·m)≥Ntb.

4) Total TFU number calculation:
After finishing step 3, the final Ntb and Nforward

can be obtain. In this example, the final Ntb=6,
and the final Nforward=3. The total TFU number is
6+3=9.

It is clear that the final Ntfu is smaller as T is larger. This
meets the trade-off mentioned above. There are 3 factors
that affect the total number of the TFU: the decoding length
L, the encoder state size m, and the traced stage number in
one TB operation T. For a general case, the algorithm for
determining the total TFU number is summarized in Table 1.

Because the TFU number is determined by an inequality,
the decoding latency cannot be derived analytically. After
determining the TFU number, only the boundary of the
decoding latency can be given as:

Ntfu � m < decoding latency � Ntfu þ 1ð Þ � m ð5Þ
In Table 2, we give the analysis result for a widely-used

CODEC parameter with m=6. Table 3 shows that the
proposed SE-SMU type-II needs higher cost than type-I.
Besides, Table 2 shows the decoding latency of the RE and
the memory-based TB algorithms for comparison. It is
apparent that the decoding latencies of two proposed SE-
SMUs are much lower than memory-based TB-SMU. In
general, the system clock rate is not determined by the
SMU. At a specified system clock rate, the decoding

Figure 11 Power Saving of
Proposed SE-SMUs: a
10 MHz; b 100 MHz.
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latency can be calculated in clock cycles due to the same
clock timing. Hence, we compare the decoding latency by
clock cycle.

5 Hardware Architecture of Proposed SE-SMUs

Two types of SE-SMU are presented in Section 3 and
Section 4. Although these two types have different features,
their hardware architectures are similar. The differences are
the total TFU number and control scheme. The general
hardware architecture is presented in the following Section
5.1. Besides, for the proposed SE-SMU type-II with T=1,
the resulting architecture can be simplified. Section 5.2
describes this simplified architecture.

5.1 General HW Architecture

The proposed SE-SMU general architecture is depicted in
Fig. 10. It is composed of the TFUs and the multiplexers.
The multiplexers near the TFUs are utilized for tracing the
state information stored in the TFUs. The size of these
multiplexers is N-to-1. The multiplexer above the TFUs
are utilized to obtain the state information of the
destination TFU on the TB path, and the state information
is the converged state that contains the decoded bits. The
size of this multiplexer is Ntfu-to-1. The input width of all
multiplexers is m bits.

With sufficient hardware resource, different scheme
can be achieved by modifying control unit. There are
four major control signals: enable[1]~enable[Ntfu], select,
ctrl[1]~ctrl[Ntfu], and desired stage. The enable signals are
employed to turn off the non-active TFUs. In the proposed
SE-SMU, only one TFU is powered by controlling the

enable signals. According to the select signal, the
multiplexers can select the contents at the desired
address. For T>1, the state information at the previous
stage may be utilized for state selection, and the ctrl
signals are employed to switch the select signal for the
multiplexers. Hence, by adjusting the select and the ctrl
signals, the SE-based scheme with different T can be
adopted. The description of the control signals is listed in
the Table 3.

5.2 Simplified Architecture for Type-II SE-SMU with T = 1

The second consideration focuses on the dash line part in
Fig. 10. This dash line part can be eliminated in a special
case of type-II SE-SMU with T=1. Because proposed SE-
SMUs utilize the TB concept to reduce the power
consumption, there is a TB loop in Fig. 10, shown as the
dash line part. Although there is a loop, the control signal
can terminate the TB path. In type-I SE-SMU, the TB
operation needs to trace whole TB path during one cycle.
In type-II SE-SMU, the TB operation only traces a portion
of the TB path during one cycle.

However, in the special case of type-II SE-SMU with
T=1, the SE-SMU only traces 1 stage in 1 cycle. The
feedback operation can be ignored. Type-II SE-SMU with
T=1 does not need this TB loop. Therefore, the TB loop is
marked in dash line, and it may be discard in Type-II SE-
SMU with T=1.

6 Simulation Result

We compare proposed SE-SMUs with RE-SMU, which
has the lowest decoding latency. The key advantage of

Figure 12 Comparisons of
maximum achievable frequency.
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proposed SE-SMUs is its much fewer active registers
than RE-SMU. To obtain a fair reference result, we chose
a Viterbi decoder used in many communication systems.
It should be noted that proposed SE-SMUs can be
applied to general Viterbi decoder. We utilizes TSMC
0.13-μm standard cell-based environment for simula-
tions. Besides, all designs are described in Verilog HDL
and synthesized into gate-level circuits with Synopsys
Design Compiler. The implementation results are obtained
from the synthesis result and the gate-level simulation.
The CODEC parameters of the design example are
defined as:

& generator polynomials: (171oct, 133 oct), in which m=6,
N=64;

& different decoding length L: 36, 48, 60, 72, 84, 96.

The power saving results of proposed SE-SMUs com-
paring with RE-SMU are given in Section 6.1. Section 6.2
shows comparisons of synthesized area and timing between
proposed SE-SMUs and RE-SMU.

6.1 Power Saving Results

104 random patterns are simulated to obtain the power
consumption of proposed SE-SMUs and RE-SMU.
Because proposed type-I SE-SMU cannot support high
speed application, we set operation frequency at 10 MHz
to evaluate all proposed SE-SMUs. Besides, type-II SE-

SMU with T=1 and T=2 are evaluated at 100 MHz, which
is above the demand of WLAN with high throughput
requirement, such as 54 Mb/s. The power consumption
was estimated for the synthesized gate-level circuits using
the Synopsys PrimePower. The power saving of proposed
SE-SMUs comparing with RE-SMU is defined as:

Power Savingð%Þ ¼ PowerRE�SMU � PowerSE�SMU

PowerRE�SMU
� 100%

ð6Þ
Total active register numbers in SMU are N × m and N ×

L in proposed SE-SMUs and RE-SMU respectively. For the
registers, ideal power saving of proposed SE-SMUs
comparing with RE-SMU is (1-m/L), increasing with L.
However, there is an overhead of multiplexers in proposed
SE-SMUs, and power saving is reduced by this overhead of
multiplexers. To reduce this overhead, the multiplexer can
be replaced by other compact module, like transmission
gate with buffer. Besides, there are some circuit-level
skills that can improve the multiplexer, such as [16, 17].
This paper focuses on the low latency SMU design
approach that has power efficient feature. We give a
reference result to demonstrate the low power feature of
proposed SE-SMUs.

The power saving result of the proposed SE-SMUs
is listed in Fig. 11 (a) for 10 MHz and (b) for 100 MHz.
Proposed SE-SMUs have similar power saving at the

Figure 13 Comparisons of
synthesized area.

L 36 48 60 72 84 96

Type-II (T=1) 15.1% 28.6% 34.8% 40.9% 48.7% 52.8%

Type-II (T=2) 15.2% 31.1% 37.4% 44.8% 49.0% 53.0%

Table 4 Whole decoder power
saving of proposed type-II
SE-SMUs at 100 MHz.
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same L. The saving grows up with increasing L, and the
power saving is around 60% at L=96. As mentioned in
Section 1, L is usually large in practical. Proposed SE-
SMUs can give significant power saving in practical
systems. At 100 MHz, the power savings of whole
decoder by using type-II SE-SMUs are shown in Table 4.

6.2 Comparison of Area and Timing Result

For speed comparison, the minimum achievable timings
of different SMU schemes are given in this subsection.
As mentioned above, type-I SE-SMU needs to trace
whole TB path during one cycle, so it has slowest speed.
Besides, because the number of multiplexers on the TB
path increases with L, the maximum achievable frequency
of type-I SE-SMU decreases with L. On the other hand,
because type-II SE-SMU traces fixed portion of the TB
path during one cycle, the maximum achievable frequency
of type-II SE-SMU does not change with different L.
Besides, as T is smaller, type-II SE-SMU needs to trace
lower portion of the TB path and results in faster speed.
Because there is no additional multiplexers in RE-SMU,
RE-SMU can have much faster frequency than proposed
SE-SMUs. Figure 12 gives the maximum achievable
frequency of RE-SMU and proposed SE-SMUs. As
mentioned above, the timing of SE-SMUs can also be
improved by some circuit-level skills [16, 17], and this is
out of the scope of this paper.

Figure 13 shows the synthesized area of RE-SMU and
proposed SE-SMUs. Type-I SE-SMU has fewer TFUs than
type-II SE-SMU for the same L. Hence, the area overhead
of type-II SE-SMU is larger than the type-I SE-SMU.
Besides, for type-II SE-SMU, the resulting area cost is
lower as T is larger. Based on a specified speed
requirement, we can choose the setting and type of
proposed SE-SMUs. For example, in IEEE 802.11a,
maximum throughput rate is 54 Mbps. From our
reference result, we may choose type-I SE-SMU due to
its low cost as L<60. As L>60, type-I SE-SMU cannot
meet the speed requirement. Hence, for L>60, we may
choose type-II SE-SMU with T=2.

7 Conclusions

Proposed SE-SMUs consume much lower power and
have slight higher decoding latency than RE-SMU.
Based on the combination of SE algorithm and TB
operation, two types of power efficient SE-SMUs are
proposed. Proposed type-I SE-SMU has lower cost of
area and latency than type-II SE-SMU. Proposed type-II
SE-SMU can achieve faster speed than type-I SE-SMU.
Besides, proposed type-II SE-SMU can further trade

higher cost for faster speed by adjusting T. Comparing
with RE-SMU, proposed SE-SMUs can achieve power
saving around 30%~70% for different L.
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